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The Mystery of the Missing Cake Apr 25 2022 When Harold is invited to a fancy dress birthday party, he and his friends must come up with some fantastic outfits. The party is going really well but when the birthday boy's cake is stolen during a game in the dark, everyone is a prime
suspect in the mystery of the missing cake. Can Harold piece the clues together to solve the mystery and save the party? Find out in this fantastic new adventure starring everyone's favourite fox detective, the irrepressible Harold. A funny story which encourages honesty and sharing, this
is set to become a family favourite.
The Mystery at Disney World Feb 21 2022 Accelerated Reader: Reading Level 4.4, 3 Points.
The Secret Lake Sep 30 2022 A time travel mystery adventure for ages 8-11. A lost dog, a hidden time tunnel and a secret lake take Stella and Tom to their home and the children living there 100 years in the past. Here they make both friends and enemies and uncover startling
connections with the present.
The London Eye Mystery Mar 01 2020 When Ted and Kat watched their cousin Salim get on board the London Eye, he turned and waved before getting on. After half an hour it landed and everyone trooped off - but no Salim. Where could he have gone? How on earth could he have
disappeared into thin air? Since the police are having no luck finding him, Ted and Kat become sleuthing partners. Despite their prickly relationship, they overcome their differences to follow a trail of clues across London in a desperate bid to find their cousin. And ultimately it comes
down to Ted, whose brain works in its own very unique way, to find the key to the mystery. This is an unputdownable spine-tingling thriller!
The Mona Lisa Mystery Jan 29 2020 A very funny middle-grade adventure by renowned author-illustrator Pat Hutchins. Class 3 of Hampstead Primary School are off on a school trip to Paris! Morgan is the first to spot the bearded man in the black Citroen car, cruising behind their
school bus, and feels sure he is following them. The plot thickens when a second mysterious bearded man appears on the ferry boat, Soon Class 3 find themselves entangled with a group of art thieves intent upon stealing the Mona Lisa...!
The Red Herring Mystery Dec 30 2019 As an artist, my eyes are trained to observe the minutest detail, enabling me to spot the most obscure clues. Can you do the same? By looking carefully at the notes and pictures in my casebook, can you find all the clues and deduce how the crime
has been committed? The reader, as assistant detective, must gather clues from the text and illustrations to help solve a mystery involving a stately home full of possible suspects and a disappearing fish-shaped ruby.
Midnight at the Barclay Hotel Oct 08 2020 Hunting ghosts and solving the case before checkout? All in a weekend's work. Read the novel that New York Times bestselling author, Chris Grabenstein calls, "My kind of mystery!" When JJ Jacobson convinced his mom to accept a
surprise invitation to an all-expenses-paid weekend getaway at the illustrious Barclay Hotel, he never imagined that he'd find himself in the midst of a murder mystery. He thought he was in for a run-of-the-mill weekend ghost hunting at the most haunted spot in town, but when he arrives
at the Barclay Hotel and his mother is blamed for the hotel owner's death, he realizes his weekend is going to be anything but ordinary. Now, with the help of his new friends, Penny and Emma, JJ has to track down a killer, clear his mother's name, and maybe even meet a ghost or two
along the way.
The Guggenheim Mystery Apr 13 2021 My name is Ted Spark. I am 12 years and 281 days old. I have seven friends. Three months ago, I solved the mystery of how my cousin Salim disappeared from a pod on the London Eye. This is the story of my second mystery. This summer, I
went on holiday to New York, to visit Aunt Gloria and Salim. While I was there, a painting was stolen from the Guggenheim Museum, where Aunt Gloria works. Everyone was very worried and upset. I did not see what the problem was. I do not see the point of paintings, even if they
are worth £9.8 million. Perhaps that's because of my very unusual brain, which works on a different operating system to everyone else's. But then Aunt Gloria was blamed for the theft - and Aunt Gloria is family. And I realised just how important it was to find the painting, and discover
who really had taken it.
Mystery of Smugglers Cove May 15 2021 The art collector who suspects the Hardy boys of stealing one of his valuable paintings offers them a chance to prove their innocence by hiring them to find the painting and the real culprits.
Ghost Island Mystery: An Adventure Mystery Book Series for Kids Nov 08 2020 The lighthouse on Ghost Island is keeping secrets ... When Milo and Birdie move into the crumbling lighthouse, they know it might be haunted. The previous lighthouse keeper recently disappeared,
lights unexpectedly flash, doors bang, and footsteps are heard late at night. But it wasn't until they discovered a treasure map that they realized there was something extraordinary afoot. As they explore the creaky old lighthouse and the dark surrounding forest, they uncover a treasure
more valuable than they ever could have imagined - something more valuable than silver and gold. Join Milo and Birdie as they spend their summer running from ghosts and searching hidden passageways. Do they have what it takes to solve the case and rescue the lighthouse keeper
before it is too late? Ghost Island Mystery is the third book in the Judge Birdie series but it can also be read as a standalone. If you enjoy mystery and adventure books such as Theodore Boone, Nancy Drew, Hardy Boys, Magic Tree House and A to Z Mysteries, then you will love the
Judge Birdie book series. Kirsten Usman's modern-day children's books are filled with unexpected twists and turns perfect for boys and girls ages 7-12 who love a fast-paced adventure. The Judge Birdie Mystery Adventure Book Series: Book 1: The Case of the Disappearing Amur
Leopard Book 2: Judge Birdie and The Meltdown Book 3: Ghost Island Mystery
Winterborne Home for Vengeance and Valor May 03 2020 "This is the kind of read that makes your soul sit up straight. At once a heart-wrenching tale of found family and a thrilling, atmospheric mystery that keeps you guessing at every page, Ally Carter's middle grade debut is a
triumph. I loved April's character down to the barb wire wrapped around her heart, and I cheered for her journey and the extraordinary bravery required to open up to other people." —Roshani Chokshi, New York Times bestselling author of Aru Shah and the End of Time “A fast-paced
thrill ride of a book . . . it’s Batman meets Annie.” —Stuart Gibbs, New York Times best-selling author of the Spy School series “An adventure-filled read with a twisty mystery and spunky friendships. I loved it!” –Melissa de la Cruz, New York times best-selling author of The
Descendants series April didn't mean to start the fire. She wasn’t the one who broke the vase. April didn’t ask to go live in a big, creepy mansion with a bunch of orphans who just don't understand that April isn’t like them. After all, April’s mother is coming back for her someday very
soon. All April has to do is find the clues her mother left inside the massive mansion. But Winterborne House is hiding more than one secret, so April and her friends are going to have to work together to unravel the riddle of a missing heir, a creepy legend, and a mysterious key before
the only home they’ve ever known is lost to them forever.
Myth, Magic and Mystery May 27 2022 A collection of works of well-known children's book illustrators such as N.C. Wyeth, Chris Van Allsburg, Maurice Sendak, Dr. Seuss, Edward Gorey, Tomi Ungerer, and others
Solve the Mystery Jan 11 2021 Challenging assignments invite young would-be detectives to solve cases involving burglaries, murders, jewel heists, arson, embezzlement, and other criminal activities. Solutions included for cases involving the Attic Arsonist, the Bashful Bullet, the
Conked Clerk, and 38 other intriguing puzzles.
Kids Want to Know about Nov 01 2022 5 Books in One Do You and Your Kids Love Stories About the Strange and Sometimes Unexplained? Kids Do Want To Know About Real Life Mysteries Discover facts and opinions about UFO's, Bigfoot, Mysterious Creatures, Mysterious
Places and Mysterious People. Did you know that a U.S. Air Force Base Commander reported seeing a UFO with some of his men and also recorded the incident on tape? Did you know that the Public Information Officer at Roswell Air Force Base admitted he had seen alien bodies from
the 1947 Roswell crash before he died in 2005? Did you know that a President of the U.S. wrote about a Bigfoot encounter?Kids will learn what is known and not known about Bigfoot, UFO's, many reported mysterious creatures, mysterious places and mysterious people. Is Bigfoot
real? What do the American Indians think about Bigfoot? Are UFO's visiting us? Why is Gettysburg battlefield considered one of the most haunted places in the world? Here is a Preview of What You Will Discover in These Books Have you heard of the Jersey Devil? Over 2,000 people
have said they've seen it!Three boys and their mother saw a UFO land in 1952. A huge creature was then spotted nearby and seen by many people in the area!Did you know that two mysterious children suddenly appeared in an English village claiming to have lived in an underground
world and that they were both green?Did you know that Union troops swore that the ghost of George Washington appeared on the Gettysburg battlefield?Did you know that 5 military planes and 14 men were lost in the Bermuda Triangle in one flight exercise in 1945?and much, much
more
Mystery in Children's Literature Aug 30 2022 The first book to assess critically mystery in children's literature, this collection charts a development from religious mystery through rationally solved detective fictions to insoluble supernatural and horror mysteries. Written by
internationally recognised scholars in the field, these thirteen original essays offer challenging and innovative readings of both classic and popular mysteries for children. This volume will be essential and stimulating reading for anyone with an interest in children's literature or in mystery
fiction.
A Case of Grave Danger (The Violet Veil Mysteries) Sep 18 2021 A breakout new detective series, from the author of the spine-tingling SCARLET AND IVY series, beautifully illustrated by Hannah Peck.
Alphabet Mystery Jul 17 2021 Follow along on a flying pencil as all the little letters set out to solve a very puzzling mystery.
Kid Detective Zet - the Egyptian Mysteries Oct 27 2019 You, who have dug deep and sifted hard for a story to read, have unearthed an ancient treasure: a mystery from the dusty ages, when a kid could be a hero and fight for the good of all. 12-year-old Zet takes on four mysteries in
this complete compendium. Help him search for a missing scroll, uncover a golden amulet, travel down the Nile river to a bustling temple, and chase down an Egyptian mummy. It starts here. Set out for Adventure!
Solve Your Own Mystery: the Monster Maker Jan 23 2022 A fantastically imaginative detective story for readers looking for an interactive adventure. One puzzling mystery. Several slippery suspects. Endless possibilities! Welcome to Haventry, a town where the ordinary and
extraordinary collide! With ghosts, werewolves and zombies living side by side, trouble is always brewing. And when a fiendish crime is committed, YOU are the detective in charge of the case. Dr Franklefink's precious Monster Maker has gone missing and there are lots of suspects!

Along with your yeti partner, it's up to YOU to find the culprit. Should you trail Bramwell Stoker, the terrifying vampire, or Grundle and Grinola, the mischievous goblin twins? Should you follow up a lead about the cunning witches? Or will investigating the doctor's monstrous son
Monty lead you to the thief? YOU decide! With hundreds of paths to choose from and no dead ends, you'll solve the mystery every time!
Pixie And The Green Book Mystery Mar 13 2021 Ages 8-10 - Early Chapter Book - Pixie And The Green Book Mystery is a high-action magical adventure for early readers. An illustrated fantastical journey of an eight-year-old girl who discovers magic at her local library. The fairy tale
characters have come to life out of their stories at the Rocky Point Library. But danger is lurking! A librarian imposter, the Book Guardian is trying to capture them inside a glowing green book. Pixie, our book loving second grader, soon unveils his evil plan to rid their storybooks
forever. And for a girl that loves to read, a world without fairytales is unimaginable. So begins a wonderful, wacky, and somewhat scary quest to save printed words. Includes Bonus Words You May Not Know, Book Activities, and Cooking With Pixie.
The Tree House Mystery Nov 28 2019 When Roger first looked up at the tree house, he thought he saw something moving at the window. No one should be there -- the tree house belonged to the Mayfairs. It was in the deep woods that surrounded their new house in the country. Still,
strange things happened each time Roger and his sister, Anabelle, tried to explore the tree house. Once Roger heard mysterious noises. Another time they found odd-shaped footprints. What was the secret the tree house was hiding?
Party Feb 09 2021 "Seeing the story illustrated with artwork by Ricardo Cortés gives it new life, and gives readers a whole new way of being drawn in. Kincaid and Cortés also capture the kind of wonder that children see new experiences through, making this adventure a particularly
heartwarming read." --Bookstr "Party has layers. It functions as a subtle message about what it means to witness horror to such a degree that we lose our language for it; it is a quiet story about coming of age, suddenly, as a young black girl because of what the world shows us. It is about
the many words our silence can hold, the way our absences can ring as loudly and discordantly as the words we do feel able to say." --Literary Hub "The book's effervescent pictures, and its playful, secretive ending, will have young readers paging through it again and again, constructing
stories and observations of their own. Party: A Mystery is an ideal gift for young readers. The book will put kids's curiosity to work during a busy holiday season." --Alfred Hitchcock's Mystery Magazine "Kincaid believes that, in illustrating Party, Cortés only enhanced the story's
enigma, providing a greater sense of intrigue and playfulness likely to appeal to young readers." --Publishers Weekly, from a Miami Book Fair 2019 feature "Each girl is so unique and amiable that readers will be drawn into the mystery before they know it, desperately searching for
clues. Cortés's expressive paintings help to show the characters' personalities and the setting, providing some hidden hints to readers...A charming book about character and suspense that will be intriguing to many young mystery readers." --School Library Journal "This story by
acclaimed author Kincaid gets new life in this picture book with lush, glowingly realistic illustrations...The artwork is gorgeous and the feeling of being a kid who's a little too short to see what's happening will likely resonate with the target audience." --Booklist "This send-up of the
Nancy Drew mysteries by Kincaid first appeared as a 1980 New Yorker story about a gala celebrating the 50th anniversary of the first book's publication. Here, Kincaid's piece is recast as a picture book with dramatic artwork by Cortés...Detailed, almost photographically realistic
portraits of girls and partygoers by Cortés, shown against marble architectural backdrops that suggest the New York Public Library, engage throughout...A gem." --Publishers Weekly "A beautifully drawn picture book adventure story that promises questions that will grab children ages
3-7--but does not guarantee an answer! Unique, uncommon, entertaining, and thoroughly 'kid friendly,' Party: A Mystery is extraordinary and highly recommended." --Midwest Book Review "The illustrations and realism make Party a satisfying read that will resonate with younger
siblings (or anyone who has experienced the frustration of ignorance). Two other aspects of Party enhance what is already a thoroughly satisfying book: the ending and the fact that the party is in celebration of Nancy Drew." --Glass of Wine, Glass of Milk Three girls--Pam, Beth, and
Sue--attend a party to celebrate the publication of the first of the Nancy Drew mystery books. There are many distractions at the fancy affair: flower arrangements, partygoers, refreshments, and lots and lots of marble. Suddenly, the oldest girl, Pam, sees what can only be described as
something truly...bilious...not good! Beth sees it too. The youngest, Sue, does not, and as usual she has a hard time getting anyone to tell her anything. Party: A Mystery is a beautifully drawn adventure story that promises questions that will grab children, but does not guarantee an
answer.
The Ghost Town Mystery Aug 06 2020 On a school trip to Buzzard City, a deserted place left over from the Gold Rush days and described as a ghost town, classmates Max and Sarah look for real ghosts.
The Bermuda Triangle Mystery for Kids: The English Reading Tree Jun 15 2021 Introducing: The Bermuda Triangle Mystery for KidsThe English Reading Tree Book 52 This book is aimed at children aged eight and over and is part of the English Reading Tree Series (number 52). It is
a perfect tool to get children into the habit of reading. This is a condensed, and easy to read history of the Bermuda Triangle Mystery that has baffled experts for years. Also called the Devil's Triangle, this is a region in the North Atlantic Ocean where many planes and ships have
inexplicably disappeared without trace. It is, without doubt, one of the great-unexplained riddles on the planet. The Bermuda Triangle for Kids has been written to entertain and educate. It is packed with information and trivia and has images that bring the topic alive. There is a quiz at the
beginning and end to test how much has been learned. What people are saying about the English Reading TreeGoodreads Excellent books that not only improve reading ability but educate. Post Online Very well presented and I particularly enjoyed the quiz at the end. Island EBooks
Simple, easy to read and full of interesting facts. What more can a parent ask? Online Review With less emphasis on pictures and more emphasis on reading and developing initial reading vocabulary, this series will capture most kid's imagination and encourage them to read more. The
large print makes the reading more inviting. Parental assistance will be needed to help with new words or the meaning.
How to Write a Mystery Oct 20 2021 Learn how to write thrilling mystery stories
Moonrise Jun 27 2022 _______________'Devastating ... Any reader with a heart will weep buckets' - Sunday Times Book of the Week'Impossible to put down' - The Times'An outstanding and daring achievement' - Irish Examiner_______________SHORTLISTED FOR THE COSTA
CHILDREN'S BOOK AWARD SHORTLISTED FOR THE YA BOOK PRIZE SHORTLISTED FOR THE CBI BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARD SHORTLISTED FOR THE CLiPPA AWARD LONGLISTED FOR THE CILIP CARNEGIE MEDAL _______________They think I
hurt someone. But I didn't. You hear?Cos people are gonna be telling youall kinds of lies.I need you to know the truth.Joe hasn't seen his brother for ten years, and it's for the most brutal of reasons. Ed is on death row.But now Ed's execution date has been set, and Joe is determined to
spend those last weeks with him, no matter what other people think ...From Carnegie Medal winner Sarah Crossan, this poignant, stirring, huge-hearted novel asks big questions. What value do you place on life? What can you forgive? And just how do you say
goodbye?_______________Experience every emotion with the finest verse novelist of our generation...Don't miss Sarah Crossan's other irresistibly page-turning books Toffee, One, Apple and Rain, and The Weight of Water.
Dinosaurs in Your Backyard Dec 22 2021 When Bertie the badger visits his grandfather at a retirement home for magicians, he learns that his grandfather's rabbit, Enigma, has disappeared along with everyone's magical things, and the reader is invited to help break a code to find the
items hidden throughout the book. Includes a built-in decoder.
The Zoo Mystery Jun 03 2020 Follow an inquisitive little girl and her family through a funny adventure to the zoo where they not only see the animals, but find clues that could lead to the solution to the great mystery!
As Good as Dead Jun 23 2019 THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES WITH OVER ONE MILLION COPIES SOLD • The highly anticipated finale to the A Good Girl's Guide to Murder series, the instant bestsellers that read like your favorite true crime podcast or show.
By the end of this mystery series, you'll never think of good girls the same way again... Pip is about to head to college, but she is still haunted by the way her last investigation ended. She’s used to online death threats in the wake of her viral true-crime podcast, but she can’t help noticing
an anonymous person who keeps asking her: Who will look for you when you’re the one who disappears? Soon the threats escalate and Pip realizes that someone is following her in real life. When she starts to find connections between her stalker and a local serial killer caught six years
ago, she wonders if maybe the wrong man is behind bars. Police refuse to act, so Pip has only one choice: find the suspect herself—or be the next victim. As the deadly game plays out, Pip discovers that everything in her small town is coming full circle . . .and if she doesn’t find the
answers, this time she will be the one who disappears. . .
The Nowhere Emporium Jul 29 2022 When the mysterious Nowhere Emporium arrives in Glasgow, orphan Daniel Holmes stumbles upon it quite by accident. Before long, the 'shop from nowhere' -- and its owner, Mr Silver -- draw Daniel into a breathtaking world of magic and
enchantment. Recruited as Mr Silver's apprentice, Daniel learns the secrets of the Emporium's vast labyrinth of passageways and rooms -- rooms that contain wonders beyond anything Daniel has ever imagined. But when Mr Silver disappears, and a shadow from the past threatens
everything, the Emporium and all its wonders begin to crumble. Can Daniel save his home, and his new friends, before the Nowhere Emporium is destroyed forever? Scottish Children's Book Award winner Ross MacKenzie unleashes a riot of imagination, colour and fantasy in this
astonishing adventure, perfect for fans of Philip Pullman, Corneila Funke and Neil Gaiman.
Readicide Sep 06 2020 Argues that the decline in reading by children in the United States is furthered by schools by focusing on test-taking and focusing solely on academic texts with guidance for educators on how to conteract this trend.
First Class Murder Apr 01 2020 The third instalment in the bestselling Murder Most Unladylike series; just like the iconic Agatha Christie, Hazel and Daisy have boarded the Orient Express! ----- 'A delight . . . Hazel and Daisy are aboard the Orient Express: cue spies, priceless jewels, a
murder and seriously upgraded bun breaks' The Bookseller 'Addictive . . . A rumbustious reworking of Agatha Christie's Orient Express caper' New Statesman ----- Daisy Wells and Hazel Wong are taking a holiday on the world-famous Orient Express - and it's clear that each of their
fellow first-class passengers has something to hide. Even more intriguing: there is rumour of a spy in their midst. Then, during dinner, there is a scream from inside one of the cabins. When the door is broken down, a passenger is found murdered, her stunning ruby necklace gone. But the
killer has vanished - as if into thin air. Daisy and Hazel are faced with their first ever locked-room mystery - and with competition from several other sleuths, who are just as determined to crack the case.
Gracie Fairshaw and the Mysterious Guest Nov 20 2021 Strange things are afoot at The Majestic … Check yourself in for a mystery beside the seaside. Gracie Fairshaw and her family have barely moved into The Majestic, a Blackpool boarding house, when her Ma mysteriously
vanishes. Gracie teams up with her younger brother George, siblings Violet and Tom, and maid Phyllis. They must work out why one of the guests – a conman conjurer – has made Ma disappear … Can they get her safely home as the clock ticks down to the 1935 Illuminations Switchon?
The Lost Island Aug 25 2019 After saving the Grand Duchy of Elffinberg from the jaws of a dragon in The Last Duchess, Pattern has been recruited by The Silver Service Agency to help solve supernatural mysteries. Pattern is dispatched undercover to the Island of Cull as a housemaid
to the mysterious Lady Hawk, to investigate the disappearance of a young man called Henry. She quickly discovers that the Isle of Cull has some strange and magical properties, including an unseasonably tropical climate and a party of house guests who seem entirely in thrall to Lady
Hawk and her beautiful daughter. Pattern and her new friend Nate are the only ones immune to the spell Lady Hawk has cast, but as the male house guests begin to disappear one by one, they find themselves in a race against time to solve the mystery of the island’s magic. Join Pattern on
another dangerous and spellbinding adventure in The Lost Island, the second Silver-Service Mystery from Laura Powell, illustrated by Sarah Gibb.
The Mystery at Beartown Campsite Mar 25 2022 It’s spring break and the Gibsons are going camping at Beartown Campsite! They meet the camp director, Mr. Willis, and start having a blast. But almost right after they get there, things start going wrong at the camp. From robberies to
wreckage, the campsite is falling apart. Is it a string of bad luck? A mere coincidence? Or is someone trying to hurt the camp? Find out if the Gibsons can catch the thief in this fun, illustrated, children’s book! If you enjoy reading The Magic Tree House, The Boxcar Children mystery
series or A-to-Z mysteries, then you will definitely enjoy this book.
The Buried Bones Mystery Aug 18 2021 In simultaneous hardcover and paperback editions, the first book in the Clubhouse Mysteries. Ziggy and his friends Rico, Rashawn, and Jerome call themselves The Black Dinosaurs, and share exciting adventures. In The Buried Bones Mystery,
the boys build a clubhouse in Ziggy's backyard, where they uncover a box of bones while digging to bury their secret treasures. But when the boys try to hide their treasures, they're swept up in a mystery more intriguing -- and scary -- than anything they could have imagined. Who could
have buried a box of bones behind their clubhouse?
Seeking Cézanne Jul 05 2020 When Jamie and her brother Billy are trapped inside a painting, they want nothing more than to get back to the real museum. But every time they try going back, the museum disappears. They need to find Paul Cézanne to reveal the trick to getting home--

and that's not easy. To find him, they need to learn how to experience and appreciate artistic works. Journey with the siblings as they step into a world of art and adventure. The two children navigate among several styles of painting by artists from six countries. In the form of a mystery,
Jamie and Billy learn to recognize the work of Paul Cézanne as compared to Claude Monet, Isaac Levitan, and others. The book is exciting on its own and can also support a student’s understanding of the National Core Arts Standards. Grades 2 to 4.
The Dare Dec 10 2020 Twelve-year-old Paris Pan has moved to a small town where she has a real shot at making friends. But that friendship comes at a price. She must take The Dare, something that caused a girl to disappear on the very property she now resides. To make matters
worse, Paris must play basketball against her will, eradicate a crush on the least desirable boy in seventh grade, and cope with a family crisis that was possibly caused by a chili dog.
Sleuth & Solve: 20+ Mind-Twisting Mysteries Jul 25 2019 Ready, set, investigate! Welcome to the world of Sleuth & Solve, where clues are in the details and crafty twists put readers' wits to the test. This first book in a new series of mind-bending mini-mysteries encourages readers
of all ages to practice deductive reasoning, consider the most subtle details, and always think outside the box. Readers may play alone or with friends, collecting points for cracking each case and determining whose sleuthing skills reign supreme. Read the clues, then lift the flap to reveal
the answer to each mystery! This compelling collection of clever, inference-based mysteries makes the perfect gift for puzzle lovers and super-sleuths of every age.
Mystery and Mayhem Sep 26 2019 Enthralling children's fiction for everyone who loves Robin Steven's Murder Most Unladylike Mysteries and Frances Hardinge's The Lie Tree. Twelve mysteries. Twelve authors. One challenge: can YOU solve the crimes before the heroes of the
stories? These are twelve brand-new short stories from twelve of the best children's crime writers writing today. These creepy, hilarious, brain-boggling, heart-pounding mysteries feature daring, brilliant young detectives, and this anthology is a must for fans of crime fiction and
detection, especially the Murder Most Unladylike Mysteries, The Roman Mysteries and The Mystery of the Clockwork Sparrow. The Crime Club are twelve UK-based authors who are mad about crime fiction. Clementine Beauvais, Elen Caldecott, Susie Day, Julia Golding, Frances
Hardinge, Caroline Lawrence, Helen Moss, Sally Nicholls, Kate Pankhurst, Robin Stevens, Harriet Whitehorn and Katherine Woodfine can be found anywhere there is a mystery to be solved, a puzzle to be cracked or a bun to be eaten, and they are always ready for the next puzzling
case.
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